
  

   

 

 
 

ACCESS GUIDE FOR PRIDE FESTIVAL 2021 

Welcome to the Access Guide for the Pride Festival 2021, prepared by the Equality Advisory for Isle of 

Pride. 

The Festival is located at the Villa Marina Gardens, Harris Promenade in Douglas starting at 12 noon and 

ending at midnight.  

 

GETTING HERE 

 

 

 

  

Festival site  

Harris Promenade entrance 



  

   

 

 
FESTIVAL SITE AERIAL VIEW 

 

 

 

 

 

ARRIVING BY CAR 

If you arrive by car, there is ample car parking available at Chester Street Car Park which is at the rear of 

the old Shoprite Store now being used as the Vaccination Hub.  You can access from ground level on 

Chester Street just after M&Co or from Level 5 on Finch Road.  The car park charge is £2.70 for all day 

between 8am and 6pm. 

If you require an accessible car park space, there are 5 designated accessible car park spaces at the Villa 

Marina site which can be accessed from the Broadway entrance.  It is recommended to approach from 

Ballaquayle Road into Broadway as there may still be roadworks on the Promenade preventing access.  As 

you enter the Villa Marina Grounds the first two accessible spaces are on the left-hand side and further 

along past the two speed bumps there are three more accessible spaces. 

Festival site aerial view.  At the top is the Villa 

Marina building containing two accessible toilets 

and the Quiet Room.  The grassed area will be the 

main Festival site and protected by security 

fencing. 

The open grass area adjacent to the Villa Marina 

will be where the stage is situated, and both the 

main and accessible viewing area.   

The Family Tent will be on the lower left side of the 

site next to the trees.  

The main toilets are gender neutral and will be in 

the Villa Marina Arcade in the bottom of the picture.  

The signage will reflect this.   

The Licensed Area will be on right hand side of the 

grassed area adjacent to Harris Promenade.   

There will be an accessible portable toilet adjacent 

to this area.  

There is a further accessible toilet in the Villa 

Arcade however the ramped on the grass access is 

steep.  

There are baby changing facilities in all toilets in the 

Villa Marina Arcade. 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCESSIBLE PARKING ON SITE 

 

Broadway looking up towards 

Ballaquayle Road, Derby Road 

is the first junction on the left. 

Broadway entrance to Villa Marina 

Gardens.  Dropped kerb.  Smooth 

surface paving.  Wide entrance for 

vehicles.  

Two accessible car parking spaces about 

126 metres from main gate entrance to 

Villa Marina.  There are two small speed 

ramps on the road between the spaces 

and the Festival access.  



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

3 accessible car parking spaces 100 

metres from the main gate of the 

Festival site.  The access to the main 

gate of the Festival site is level and 

smooth surface. 

Brick paved, smooth surface level access 

pathway from the accessible parking spaces 

to the Festival main entrance.  It is 

approximately 70 metres.  There are no 

handrails. The surface is contrasting at the 

edges. 

Brick paved, smooth surface and level 

access to front of Villa Marina building 

which is opposite to the Festival Main 

Entrance. 

The Main Gate to the Festival site (looking south towards 

the Villa Marina Arcade & Gaiety Theatre) will be situated 

here where the hard paving and grass meet.  Should you 

need assistance on the grassed area, please ask at the 

Main Gate for one of the Isle of Pride volunteers to assist 

you or at the Isle of Pride Information Point.    



  

   

 

 
 

 

ARRIVING ON FOOT: 

The Villa Marina can be approached on Harris Promenade, adjacent to the sea or through the Broadway 

entrance.  Whilst there are Promenade roadworks and Heras fencing adjacent to the site currently, the 

pavement on Harris Promenade remains level access.   

 

ARRIVING BY BUS:  

Due to work taking place on Douglas Promenade the Villa Marina is currently served by bus numbers: 1, 

1A, 1H, 2A, 2C 11, 11A & 12. 

From the north of the Island (Ramsey, Laxey etc.) bus numbers 3, 3A, 3B, 5, 5A, 5C, 5J, 6A, 6C, 13, X3 & 

N3 terminate at Douglas bus station. The Villa Marina is a 15-minute walk along Douglas Promenade or is 

served by one of the buses 1, 1A, 1H, 2A, 2C 11, 11A & 12. 

 

From the west of the Island (Peel, Foxdale, St John’s etc) bus numbers 4, 5, 5A, 5C, 5J, 6, 6A, 6C, & 

N5 terminate at Douglas bus station. The Villa Marina is a 15-minute walk along Douglas Promenade or is 

served by one of the buses 1, 1A, 1H, 2A, 2C 11, 11A & 12. 

From the south of the Island (Castletown, Port St Mary, Port Erin etc) bus numbers 1, 1A, 1H, 2A, 2C 11, 

11A & 12 stop outside the Villa Marina. 

At Douglas Bus Station (Lord Street) there is a taxi rank opposite.  
 

 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wide level access entrance from Harris 

Promenade with ramped entrance 

beyond.  The surface is paved and 

smooth.   As you enter here, turn right 

for the ramped access and alternatively 

the stairs.  

The short ramp up to a further level 

access.  There is no handrail here on 

either side.  Proceed to the end of the 

level access before turning left and left 

to the next ramp. 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A clearer view of the textured paving 

ramp from the Harris Promenade 

entrance leading to a level pavement 

and then the second ramp.  There are 

stairs to the left with handrails for 

people with ambulant disabilities. 

This is the second ramp to a level 

platform. This ramp is quite long.  There 

are no handrails at the beginning where 

the area is flat.  Handrails start on the 

ramped area. There are seats at the top 

of this ramp on a level area. 

This is the level area at the top of the 

second ramp from Harris Promenade.  

To the left are 2 benches.  It is a paved 

smooth surface. 



  

   

 

 
 

 

 

 

This the third and final ramp to the level 

access at the top which is immediately 

adjacent to the Festival Main Gate.  The 

paving is smooth.  There are handrails 

on either side.  

The pillars of the Villa Marina Building 

have been painted in rainbow colours 

for the festival.  The paved smooth level 

surface in front of the pillars has also 

been painted in rainbow colours.  

This is the level access where the main 

gate to the festival site will be situated 

on the grassed area.  If you need 

assistance, please ask for an Isle of 

Pride volunteer. 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a slight slope in the grassed area as you descend to 

the lower end of the site. 

There will be a portable accessible toilet at the lower left end 

of the grassed site beyond the licensed area, before the 

grassed descent to the main toilets.  Up until 9.45pm, 

accessible toilets are also available in the Villa Marina 

building. 

If you need assistance, please ask an Isle of Pride volunteer.  

The view of the grassed area to the used for 

the festival site looking back towards the Villa 

Marina Building.  The site ascends slightly 

and is higher to the left and lower on the 

right.  If you need assistance, please ask an 

Isle of Pride volunteer. 

Entrance to the Villa Marina building and reception area has an 

automated option.  Without this, the doors are very heavy.  

Behind the reception area, there are two accessible toilets, one 

on either side. This is the approach to the accessible toilet on 

the right hand side of the foyer in the Villa Marina Building just 

beyond the main reception.  The surface is smooth and level but 

could be slippy if wet.  There is a sufficient contrast between the 

walls and floor.  Note that this toilet will not be available after 

9.45pm.  



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The door to the Ladies Toilets and a separate 

Accessible Toilet on the right-hand side.  There is a 

push plate to enter a small lobby.  The door is quite 

heavy.  There is a pull handle to open the accessible 

toilet open towards and away from you. 

On the left-hand side of the Foyer beyond the 

main reception area, this is the door to the Gents 

Toilets and a further separate Accessible Toilet. 

There is a push plate to enter a small lobby.  The 

door is quite heavy.  There is a pull handle on the 

accessible toilet door on the right which opens 

towards you.  This toilet will close at 9.45pm 

when the building closes. 



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

CHANGING PLACES FACILITY 

The closest changing places facility (accessible toilet with a hoist & changing facilities) is close by at the 

Manx Museum and available between 9.30am and 4.30pm. Accessible parking is available immediately 

outside the Manx Museum.  

ASSISTANCE DOGS & DOGS 

All dogs on short leads are welcome on site in the Villa Marina Gardens.  Assistance dogs only are welcome 

in the Villa Marina Building.  The MSPCA are providing dog bowls and these will be kept filled with water.  

QUIET ROOM  

A quiet room with lower lighting is available in the Villa Marina Building.  As you enter the main doors into 

the reception area, there will be a Quiet Room sign on the right-hand side of the foyer with directional 

arrows.  Alternatively, take the lift on the right-hand side of the foyer down one floor to the basement area.  

The room entrance is immediately opposite you.  This facility will close at 9.45pm.  Should you need a quiet 

space after this time, please come to the Isle of Pride Information Point just inside the Main Festival site. 

EAR DEFENDERS 

There are some ear defenders available from the Isle of Pride information point should you require them.  

ACCESSIBLE VIEWING AREA 

There is an accessible viewing area adjacent to the main music and entertainment stage. There is signage 

to inform you of the designated area.    

This is the lift to the dressing rooms and the Quiet 

Room which are in the Promenade Suite in the 

basement.  There will be signage. 

The dressing rooms and the Quiet Room will close 

at 9.45pm when the building closes.  Should you 

need a quiet space after this time, please contact an 

Isle of Pride volunteer. 



  

   

 

 
BABY CHANGING FACILITIES 

There are baby changing facilities in all the toilets in the Villa Marina Arcade. 

 

ACCESSIBLE ACCOMMODATION 

The closest hotel to the Festival site is the Mannin Hotel which has accessible rooms.  

 

QUERIES OR PRIOR ASSISTANCE 

If you have any queries before arriving about access that is not covered in this access statement or need to 

arrange assistance beforehand, please contact Dawn on 466887 or dawn@equality.im 

 

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

In undertaking this assessment, it is recognised that there are improvements that could be made to create a 

fully accessible venue such as induction loops for hearing impaired visitors in outdoor venues and changing 

places toilets on site in public venues. Isle of Pride are committed to inclusion and strive towards full 

accessibility.  If you would like to provide feedback on your experience, please contact Dawn at the Equality 

Advisory on 466887 or dawn@equality.im   

 

EQUALITY ADVISORY LTD 

The Equality Advisory is a new equality training and consultancy business.  If your organisation is seeking 

training or guidance on equality matters or would like an access audit to ensure your services are as 

accessible as possible please get in touch with Dawn on 466887 or dawn@equality.im  
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